4TH INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE OF THE TARLAC STATE UNIVERSITY (TSU)

The Tarlac State University (TSU) will hold its 4th International Education Conference with the theme “Globalized Education: Preparing Learners for Life” on May 16-18, 2012 at the SM City Cinema 3 and 4, Tarlac City.

The Conference aims for the participants to:

a. gain a wide perspective of the present educational landscape in comparative approach among major regions of the world;

b. determine effective efforts for achieving sustainable development in education;

c. discover strategies on making learning fun and interesting;

d. identify modern and innovative approaches in education with technical advancement;

e. explore practical and realistic areas in research and development for the improvement of quality of life through education;

f. prepare their learners to become more capable and equipped to meet the challenges and demands of the global market as a major end of promoting education for life; and

g. gain broadcast perspective through paper presentations in the areas of curriculum and instruction, values education, environmental education, information technology in education, and alternative learning system (ALS).

Each participant shall be charged a registration fee of Six Thousand Pesos (PhP6,000.00) to defray expenses for honoraria of resource persons, venues, conference kits and materials, souvenir program and certificate.

For more information, interested participants may contact Dr. Priscilla C. Viuya, President, TSU, Romulo Boulevard, San Vicente, Tarlac City at telephone no.: (045) 982-5574 or fax no.: (045) 982-0110 or send a message through e-mail address: pres_office@tsu.edu.ph or visit their website at http://www.tsu.edu.ph.